Experiments were conducted with a neutral-buoyancy robot to test whether vehicle station keeping and end effector disturbance compensation significantly affect human teleoperation performance. The vehicle used for experiments, called the Submersible for Telerobotic Astronautical Research, or STAR, is a free-flying underwater telerobot equipped with a three degree of freedom arm, a stereo pan/tilt camera platform, and a vision-based navigation system. Using visual feedback from a fixed onboard camera, test subjects performed a Fitts-type tapping task with the arm while the vision navigator and control system held the vehicle steady relative to a visual reference target.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to work effectively in space is becoming increasingly important. Aboard the planned US Space Station, for instance, tasks such as repair, maintenance, reconfiguration, inspection, and retrieval will inevitably require frequent attention. Currently most orbital tasks are accomplished via extra-vehicular activity (EVA), but given the associated risks it would be more desirable for an astronaut to send out a free-flying remote-controlled vehicle and perform tasks from the relative safety and comfort of the spacecraft. Easily foreseeable is a scenario where an astronaut flies a vehicle to the worksite, engages an automatic controller to steady the vehicle, then teleoperates the vehicle's manipulator arm to accomplish a task.
In such a circumstance, the vehicle controller must reject disturbances that are either external or induced by the motion of the arm. In the absence of other factors a rock-steady vehicle is clearly most desirable. However, tight station keeping makes large demands on the robot's propulsion system, requiring strong and frequent bursts of thrust in order to completely and immediately cancel any vehicle motion. Such high authority control requires much more fuel than station keeping the vehicle more loosely. Given the enormous cost per kilogram of sending fuel or any other payload into orbit, reduced fuel consumption would considerably lower operating costs, particularly when spread over an entire fleet of space telerobots. Moreover, if humans can perform teleoperated tasks essentially as well under loose station keeping, the savings can be realized without any loss in productivity.
If the level of station keeping does make a difference, one alternative is to program the arm to counteract variations in the vehicle's position and orientation. By making end effector position independent of vehicle motion, the arm can help reduce the effects of loose station keeping on teleoperative performance. Generally, end effector disturbance Shown are the vehide main body, eight propellor thrusters, the left and right frame structures, and the three drawer compartments.Drawing is not meant to be pictorially correct, but rather, accurate in a qualitative sense. Overall dimensions of the vehicle are approximately 6'x5.75'x3', and total weight is 1 1 75 lbs. A fixed onboard camera is mounted at the top-front of the vehicle and is not visible in the drawing. Also not visible is the robotic arm, which is mounted on the front panel 26" below the camera. compensation will require little if any extra motion of the robotic arm. Therefore, such a system may provide the advantages of tight station keeping without the large fuel demands and associated cost. This paper investigates how these two factors -station keeping and end effector disturbance compensation -affect teleoperation performance. A representative teleoperation task was developed for human test subjects to perform as part of a two-factor experimental design.
Preliminary test runs involving this task were conducted to help define the specifics for the main experiment on which all the conclusions are based. The intention was to include five test subjects in the main experiment. Due to scheduling constraints and hardware problems, only two test subjects completed the main experiment. While this reduced the available data, it still permitted a substantial analysis which yielded statistically significant results.
SUBMERSIBLE FOR TELEROBOTIC ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH (STAR)
The underwater vehicle used for the experiments, henceforth referred to as STAR, was built as a platform for space teleoperation and vision navigation experiments. The vehicle is neutrally buoyant in both position and orientation, and hence exhibits the full six degree of freedom (DOF) capability necessary for simulating the behavior of a free-flying space robot. Figure 1 gives a sense of STAR's appearance and functionality. More information on STAR, particularly the detailed requirements which drove the design, can be found in [1] .
A major goal for STAR since its inception was the implementation of a real-time vision-based navigator. The basic purpose behind a vision navigation system is to determine the motion of the vehicle from video images of the vehicle's environment. For instance, given that a vehicle's onboard camera is pointed at an object, movement of the object left in the video image indicates that the vehicle itself is moving right relative to that object. Details of the vision system Upper arm and forearm links are approximately 24" in length are beyond the scope of this paper and are found in references [2] and [3] . In this paper, "state" refers to the vehicle's position and orientation. In short, STAR's vision navigator relies on a specially designed black and white target as a visual reference for estimating small variations from a specified nominal state. The reader should note that it is the tightness or looseness of the vehicle station keeping, as opposed to the specific navigation method, that was important to the experiment.
STAR's robotic arm, called the Submersible Articulated Manipulator (SAM) has three degrees of freedom, referred to as arm yaw, arm pitch, and arm elbow. In the context of the experiment for this paper, the SAM is the means by which a test subject can accomplish a representative teleoperated task. A schematic of the arm in a nominal configuration is shown at the bottom of Figure 2 . Also shown is the kinematically identical master arm described in the next section. At each joint is a water-tight aluminum can which houses a gearhead motor.
ROBOTIC ARM CONTROL
The central focus of the experiment in this paper is to investigate end effector disturbance compensation, or simply arm motion compensation, as a fuel-saving alternative to tight station keeping. This section presents the idea behind this technology and its implementation within STAR's control station programming. Before the concept of arm motion compensation can be understood, the basic method of controlling the arm must first be introduced.
A real-time input device, called the "master arm" , is used to teleoperate the robotic arm and is kinematically identical to it. The advantage of a kinematically identical controlling device is that the joint angles read from the device need only be mirrored by the corresponding joints on the real arm -this is the standard method of controlling the arm. A schematic of the master arm is shown at the top of Figure 2 . By grasping and moving the tip of the master arm, as shown in Figure 5 , the operator controls the robotic arm in the familiar master-slave fashion.
End effector disturbance compensation, or arm motion compensation, is a variation to this basic control scheme. The idea is to program the arm to counteract the vehicle motion so that, for a limited range of vehicle disturbance, the arm tip position in a fixed reference frame remains constant. In order to visualize arm motion compensation, we consider the situation where the arm is locked in some configuration so that arm and vehicle move as a rigid body. The vehicle is at a given position and orientation, then moves to a slightly different position and orientation. Clearly, the new arm tip position depends on how much the vehicle translated and rotated. To return the arm tip to its original position without moving the vehicle, the joint angles must change in just the right manner. As an intuitive example, if the vehicle moves left, the arm must yaw right and extend slightly to compensate.
As stated at the beginning of this section, the commanded joint angles are ordinarily set equal to the joint angles read from the master arm ema, that is, ed ema where a vector e contains three elements corresponding to yaw, pitch and elbow angles, 0 = [Oyaw Opitch Engaging arm motion compensation adds a term Sêcomp that adjusts the commanded arm angles to compensate for the vehicle's current deviation from its nominal state: 0cmd ema + Secomp (1) where Secomp = [60yaw 80pitch '5Oewow}T. If the vehicle has moved from its nominal state by an amount S1 = [Sx Sy t5z SOrolL 80pitch t5Oyaw]T then the resulting movement of the arm tip, relative to its original position, is described by the Cartesian vector t5P2:
-.
Sx -ri '50pitch + T1y 50yaw sPtip = 6y + riz 80ro11 -ri 5°yaw (2) 6z -r1 60ro11 + Ti:,; 6Opitch where f1=[r1 r1 ri]T is a vector from the yaw joint to the arm tip (see Figure 3 ) . The Sx, Sy, and Sz contributions are clear -the arm tip has a translation component equal to vehicle translation. The other terms are due to the rotation of the vehicle, and are derived from geometry using small-angle approximations. To compensate for this vehicle motion, the arm tip must move by an amount (-5P1). In order to calculate the joint adjustment Secomp required to produce the arm tip position described by (-6I,), we use formulation based on the Jacobian matrix J which relates the arm tip velocity in Cartesian coordinates to the arm joint angular velocities: 
In summary, our hypothetical vehicle has moved as described by the state deviation 57 causing movement of the arm tip 6P. Using the-Jacobian and Equation 5, we can calculate the joint angle changes 6emp needed to move the arm tip back to its original position. Ideally, the Jacobian J should be calculated at each time step, that is, linearized around the latest arm position. For real-time practicality J was instead pre-calculated for a nominal position of the arm. When the arm was far from the nominal position, this formulation was less precise, but still well-behaved and effective. The arm motion compensation software uses vehicle position and orientation estimates 8V provided by the vision system to calculate from Equations 5 and 2. When the system is engaged, the control program adds Scomp to the joint commandsIrom the master arm, as shown in Equation 1.
TELEOPERATION TASK
In a 1954 paper Fitts [4] describes a task where test subjects alternately tapped two narrow targets placed a certain horizontal distance apart. This reciprocal tapping task is a generally well-accepted test for human performance evaluation. Given this fact, along with the limitations on STAR's robotic arm, it was natural and appropriate to consider the same tapping task for these experiments. However, informal experiments showed that with such a cyclic task, vehicle movement under loose station keeping was too predictable. The steady back-and-forth arm motion induced similar vehicle motion, which was not the erratic disturbance motion that was desired.
It was therefore decided that including some element of uncertainty in the task would be more representative of real space teleoperation. The task devised for the experiment required three rather than two targets, placed in a horizontal row. The subject would first tap the center target and a light bulb would light behind one of the two outer targets. The subject would then tap the indicated target, and return to tap the center target again. Once again a bulb would light to indicate the next side target to tap, and the process continued, with the subject always returning to tap the center target to find out which side target to tap next. The computer provided an audible "beep" to inform the test subject that a tap had been detected. Henceforth, a tap of the center target is referred to as a "center tap" , and a tap of either side target is referred to as a "side tap" . The number of taps in the task was arbitrarily set to ten so that there were five center taps and five side taps in a given task run -a center tap followed by a side tap followed by a center tap, and so on, ending with a side tap.
1rget Apparatus and Experimental Configuration
The target apparatus (Figure 4 ) used for the experiment was mounted at the bottom of the vision target as shown in Figure 6 . The black portion of each target is a spring-hinged panel that can swing backward and snap back to its original vertical position. Two bulbs are mounted as shown to indicate which target to tap.
The teleoperation configuration used for testing is illustrated in Figure 5 along with the corresponding underwater set-up. The master arm rests on the floor beside the subject's chair and the video monitor is placed roughly at head height (sitting down). It is important to note that the same vehicle-fixed camera image is used by both the vision system and human teleoperator. A typical feedback view as seen by the test subject (and the vision navigator) is shown in Figure 6 . The camera providing this view is mounted at the top-front of the vehicle and the robotic arm is mounted about 26" below it.
Preliminary Testing and Test Subjects
Since testing was conducted at the MIT Alumni Pool, where scheduling was severely limited, it was important to get an estimate of how long the task typically took to complete. This would give an idea of how many test subjects could be used and how many runs they could perform in the available time. When choosing test subjects, it was deemed infeasible to try and capture a complete cross-section of society. With this in mind the decision was made, somewhat arbitrarily, to use right-handed males between the ages of 18 and 25. In making this concession, it was hoped that potential effects due to age group, gender, and handedness would be minimized, and that any statistically significant variabilities in the data could be attributed to the factors in question. These preliminary tests also verified the proper behavior of the two station keeping settings. The intent of the tight setting was to simulate a perfectly still vehicle as closely as possible. Arm-induced vehicle motion under tight station keeping was found to be small compared to the arm movements required to complete the task. Under loose station keeping particularly violent task runs caused the vehicle to move so much that the vision target squares nearly went off the screen -an indication that the station keeping was as loose as we could make it without intermittently disabling the vision system. It is clear that there are two experimental factors each with two settings -tight or loose station keeping, and arm motion compensation on or off -giving four different factor combinations. Preliminary data suggested that within the time available, five test subjects could complete the task about 32 times. Since the desire was to collect the same amount of data for each factor setting, it was decided that each subject would perform the task 8 times within each of the four factor combinations. The detailed experimental design and data analysis is presented in the next section. 
MAIN EXPERIMENT
This section describes the main data analysis. It is important to note up front that the original intention was to have five test subjects. During the evening of tests -the only available time slot in which the experiments could be conducted -a hardware failure allowed a complete set of runs for only two test subjects. The reader should keep this fact in mind, although the data did yield statistically significant results.
Design and Cell Reference Notation
The two factors tested in this experiment are: station keeping ("tight" or "loose" ) and end effector disturbance compensation ( "on" or "off" ). For the sake of analysis, we consider "test subject" as a third factor, also with two settings ("subject 1" or "subject 2" ). Hence there are 2' possible factor combinations, or cells. Figure 7 illustrates how each cell can be thought of as a corner section of a cube. The approach is simply to collect data for every cell, having each test subject complete task runs under all four conditions. As previously mentioned, the intent was to have five subjects perform the task eight times under each test condition, in which case our "cube" would have been five cells wide. However, only two subjects completed all the tests.
Instead of simply numbering each cell, a more indicative notation is desirable. In this paper, the following notation is used to refer to cells in the experimental design:
C (test subject)-(station-keeping)-(end effector disturbance compensation)
For instance, C2_LOOSe_On refers to the specific cell for test subject 2, loose station keeping, and no arm motion compensation. To refer to the two cells for which station keeping is tight and arm motion compensation is off, we use CTj9ht_off . Cells for which arm motion compensation is on are referred to as Co which are the four front cells in Figure 7 . While this notation is a bit more cumbersome than simply numbering each cell, it eliminates the need to refer back to a diagram since it incorporates all information relevant to the cell.
Experiment
All testing was conducted at the MIT Alumni Pool the evening of January 12, 1993. The task is described in Section 4. For each subject the following procedure was used:
. Subject sat down in front of the monitor and grasped the tip of the master arm as shown in Figure 5 , and was allowed to move the arm around using the master arm. There is a slight time lag -particularly for large, quick motions -between the master arm and the robotic arm. For this reason, it was advantageous to have the subject refamiliarize himself with the feel of the arm control. As a warm-up exercise, the subject performed the task ten times under the Tight-Off configuration. Both subjects participated in the preliminary tests and therefore had practiced the task many times prior to that evening. These first ten runs gave the subject the opportunity to, in some sense, recall what was learned from previous practice. The purpose was to minimize effects on performance due to a subject "starting out cold".
. Subjects encountered the different settings in the order shown in Table 1 . For each setting, the subject performed the task eight times, resting between runs when needed.
As an example of the procedure, subject 1 first completed the ten warm-up runs, then vehicle station keeping was set to "loose" and arm motion compensation was turned off. The subject then performed the task eight times under this setting. Next, tight station keeping was engaged and arm motion compensation was turned on. Once again, the subject performed the task eight times. The procedure continued in the order given in Table 1 . These sequences were generated using the table of random digits in [6] .
The time of each individual tap was recorded, yielding ten time measurements (in milliseconds) per run:
tcenterl, tjjg, tcpf2, tsjde2, . . . , tCjtef5 tsjd5
Tapping period, being inversely related to frequency, was the desired measure of performance. However, considering the time between every tap as the tapping period is not valid because a center-to-side tap sequence fundamentally differs from a side-to-center tap sequence. In the former case, the subject did not know beforehand which side target to tap next. In the latter case, the subject always knew to tap the center target next. With this in mind, it was decided that the best measure of performance is the time between center taps. This period incorporates both the "determined" tap phase and the "uncertain" tap phase, yielding a much more symmetric measure of tapping period. Each run produced four center tap periods, Yj, calculated as follows
tcenter3 -tcenter2 Y4 = tceny.5 -tcenter4 (6) so that t81 is not used. Since eight runs were conducted within a given factor combination, there were a total of 8x4 or 32 period measurements in each cell. In the context of the data analysis, center tap period is the "dependent variable", and each Y is a "measurement" of the dependent variable. As a convenience to the reader, information relevant to the experiment is capsulized in 
Time Series Analysis
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the two subjects encountered the four settings in the orders shown in Table 1 . To investigate possible time dependencies in the data, a time series analysis was conducted. The 32 measurements in each cell are supposed to be a random sample -any obvious time dependence would violate that assumption. For each subject, we plot the center tap period measurements Y in chronological order. Figure 8 shows the plots for both subjects, each divided into four regions representing the four different test conditions, or cells. For instance, the first 32 measurements for subject 1 are from the 1-Loose-Off cell since subject 1 performed the Loose-Off runs first. Naturally, those 32 measurements themselves are also in chronological order. The end result is a complete performance history for both subjects.
In examining these plots, we are looking for any patterns, either overall or within a specific cell. For example, the overall plot might show a downward trend indicating that the subject was steadily improving throughout the test. Since a subject should be sufficiently up the learning curve prior to the tests, data which shows a downward pattern should not be considered valid. Another related example would be a downward trend within a given cell, suggesting that the subject needed time to get accustomed to the new setting.
The plot for subject 2 shows no apparent patterns. However, the plot for subject 1 shows an obvious downward trend in the first two regions, corresponding to the Loose-Off and Tight-On settings, which is a violation of the random sample assumption . However, the same constraints that limited us to only two test subjects also precluded the possibility of collecting a second set of data for these two cells. Our only option is to proceed with the analysis, keeping this fact in mind. On a more optimistic note, no patterns seem to exist in the next two regions corresponding to the Tight-Off and Loose-On settings, which happen to be the regions of most interest in terms of performance comparison.
Even though these two settings show no patterns, one might also notice that both subjects performed the Loose-On runs last -a random but unfortunate occurrence. Since this paper focuses on comparing Loose-On performance to Tight-Off performance, it can be argued that there is a bias in favor of the Loose-On setting because those runs benefitted from 24 runs (8 runs x 3 cells) worth of "practice" . However, the time series piots show that both subjects reached a generally consistent level of performance prior to the third region. Hence, one can argue that both the Tight-Off runs (done third) and the Loose-On runs (done last) were conducted when the subjects were sufficiently up the learning curve. Therefore, comparisons between those two settings are valid.
Outlier Analysis
Outliers were identified with the aid of box-and-whisker plots, or simply box plots [6] . Figure 9 shows a separate box plot for each cell. A box plot quickly conveys the median of the cell, the range in which the middle 50% of the data resides, and the range of the entire data set, excluding outside values. These features make it an effective tool for identifying outliers.
The box plot for each cell was considered separately. In three of the cells, for example, there are one or two outside values (dots or asterisks) which are well beyond the whiskers. Since they are far from the other thirty numbers, we Table 3 : ANOVA with Arm Motion Compensation Off: As the p-values show, both main effects are highly significant, particularly station keeping. Subject was either "1" or "2" ,and station keeping was "tight" or "loose" . Note that the ANOVA was done on transformed data.
have good justification for removing them as outliers. In all, twenty numbers were removed as outliers -all the "dot" values and two "asterisks" -with five being the most numbers removed from any one cell. The general criterion used to define an outlier was that the measurement be over two inter-quartile ranges from the ends of the whiskers.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Analysis of variance, or ANOVA, is a statistical technique for determining which factors have a significant effect on some dependent variable, tapping period in our case. The results of an ANOVA are summarized in a table such as  Table 3 and are interpreted as described in [6] . Of most interest is the last column of the table which gives the p-value for each factor and interaction, indicating significance at the 100(l-p)% level. This significance test is only valid if there are the same number of measurements in every cell. If the cell sizes are not equal, we cannot test the significance of a factor independently of the others [5] . Unfortunately, the removal of outliers resulted in this very situation, with cells containing from 27 to 32 measurements. It was decided to remove the appropriate number of measurements from the end of each cell so that each contained 27 measurements. Hence, the final data set contained 8 x 27 or 216 numbers as mentioned earlier. Although it is generally unadvisable to discard data, equalizing the cell sizes was deemed an appropriate trade-off for two main reasons. One, given that the original cell size was 32, the reduced cell size of 27 is not significantly smaller. Indeed, 27 is still a comfortably large sample size. Two, the ANOVA is considerably more interpretable. The significance tests for ANOVAs with unequal cell sizes are vague at best, and in many instances are impossible to interpret [5] .
Before accepting the results of an ANOVA, the residuals from the analysis must be checked [6] . The residual diagnostic plots for all the ANOVA's were found to be satisfactory and are not included in the paper due to space limitations.
End Effector Disturbance Compensation Off
We first establish that in the absence of arm motion compensation, station keeping setting does make a difference. This involves the four cells, Coff, where factor A is "test subject" and factor B is "station keeping" . The reader is reminded of the obvious time dependence in the C1_LOO3Qff measurements.
The ANOVA assumes that variance in all cells is roughly equal. Looking at the four box plots for C011 (extracted from Figure 9 and shown in Figure 1 0) , this is clearly not the case. Transformations of the dependent variable can sometimes help make the spreads more equal [6] . Here we used: Y 10000/(Y -4100) where Y is the original period measurement and Y* is the transformed measurement. Figure 10 also shows box plots for the transformed data, whose inter-quartile ranges are slightly more comparable. The ANOVA in this section was done on this transformed data set, which satisfies the equal-variance assumption a bit better than the original data. Table 3 shows the ANOVA results. Test subject is significant and somewhat expectedly so, since subjects are likely to differ in skill level. More importantly, station keeping is highly significant. Since, as it turns out, the average of measurements in CT29ht_of is lower than the average of measurements in CLOOSe_OfJ, the ANOVA suggests that test subjects did indeed perform better with tight station keeping. Table 4 : ANOVA with Arm Motion Compensation On: As the p-values show, station keeping is highly insignificant. Subject was either "1" or "2", and station keeping was "tight" or "loose".
where arm motion compensation was turned on to see if subjects still performed significantly better under tight station keeping.
End Effector Disturbance Compensation On
To investigate the effect of arm motion compensation, we want to perform the same analysis on the other four cells, C0. Unlike the data for C011, there is no transformation required -the spreads within each cell are roughly equal as shown in Figure 9 . We hope to find that station keeping is no longer significant, meaning that arm motion compensation has allowed subjects to perform as well under loose station keeping as they did under tight station keeping. As shown in Table 4 , this is indeed the case. The p-value for station keeping is now 0.8561 so that it is now highly insignificant. Although the reader is again reminded of a possible time dependence in Cl_T9ht_o, arm motion compensation does seem to eliminate the performance degradation caused by loose station keeping. Now we would like to find out if arm motion compensation yields the same performance benefits of tight station keeping.
Cross Comparison
In the two previous analyses, we performed an ANOVA where either all four cells were C011, or all four were C0. Now we would like to compare the two cells, CTjght_off, with the two cells, CLOOSe_On. Factor A is still test subject, but now factor B is what we will call "configuration" , which has two settings: Tight-Off and Loose-On. The main focus of this paper is to see if there is a significant performance difference between these two configurations.
The ANOVA results are in Table 5 . The interaction effect (AB) is significant at the 95% level. A significant interaction would preclude the possibility of testing for main effects as we have done previously. Figure 11 is of cell average versus configuration, for both test subjects, which illustrates the interaction. Because the two graphs intersect, the interaction effect in the ANOVA was significantly high and we cannot draw any conclusions from the two-factor ANOVA. However, Figure 11 does suggest that subjects performed as well or better under the Loose-On configuration, which supports the hypothesis that arm motion compensation provides the performance benefits of tight station keeping. To test this, we can do a separate one-factor ANOVA for each subject where the one factor is "configuration".
Subject 1 seemingly performed much better with the Loose-On configuration. To test this, we do a one-factor ANOVA on the two cells, Cl_Loose_On and C1_T9ht_off. The result is shown in Table 6 . The p-value of 0.0337 indicates significance at the 95% level. In conjunction with Figure 1 1, this is statistical evidence that subject 1 did indeed perform better under the Loose-On configuration. For subject 2, we do a similar analysis on cells C2_LOOSe_On and C2_T9ht_off, shown in Table 7 . The high p-value of 0.4770 is strong evidence that subject 2 performed equally well under either configuration.
CONCLUSION
These findings suggest that we can get away with looser station keeping on a space-based teleoperator by intelligently controlling the arm to compensate for vehicle motion. The resulting reduction in fuel usage would substantially decrease the mass that must be launched into orbit for fuel resupply, thus lowering the overall operating cost for free-flying telerobots.
Because of the large number of replications (27) within each cell, we can confidently accept the results of the analysis. However, with only two subjects, both right-handed males aged 18 to 25, it is difficult to make conclusions regarding human teleoperation performance in general. It is possible, for example, that both subjects are particularly well coordinated, or particularly uncoordinated, and hence very unrepresentative of the population. Even with only Table 7 : One-Factor ANOVA, Subject 2: Configuration has two settings: (1) Tight station keeping with no arm motion compensation and (2) Loose station keeping with arm motion compensation.
three more test subjects, as was originally intended, generalizations could be made much more confidently. If data from five test subjects yielded the same significance results as our data from only two test subjects, it could be more strongly concluded that arm motion compensation provides an effective alternative to tight station keeping. Indeed, an experiment with a large and diverse group of test subjects, along with a several more factors considered, might very well confirm our findings regarding the teleoperation performance benefits of end effector disturbance compensation.
